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Omagh CBS made it through to the final of the Mc Cormack Cup when they defeated Enniskillen 5-8 to 1-11 at Donnelly 
Park Trillick on Wednesday afternoon.  The Fermanagh lads will look back at this one and wonder just how they managed 
to lose by nine points having led by five with eight minutes to go in the first half. 
 
St. Michael’s were hugely impressive in the opening quarter with Conor Love and Caolan Duffy causing all sorts of    
problems for the Tyrone school. The Omagh defence was in real bother for most of the opening half but a brace of goals 
in the twenty fourth minute turned the game on its head. Daniel Fullerton and Sean Mc Donagh both finished to the net 
after strong runs through the middle to put Omagh one clear with six minutes remaining in the half. 
However the Enniskillen lads showed great composure to reach the break leading 1-9 to 2-5 after Conor Love found the 
net and Pol Mc Kelvey sent over a fine score. Points from Liam Gray and Sean Mc Donagh for Omagh meant they 
reached the break trailing by a single point. 
 
Enniskillen needed to start the second half well but with Ronan Hollywood, Tom Donaghy and Anton Fox shutting up 
shop Omagh began to dominate the game.  A brace of goals from Mark Hayes and Daniel Fullerton put the Tyrone school 
in pole position as they opened up a five point lead with seven minutes of the second half gone. 
The Omagh defence restricted St Michael’s to two points in the second half as Hayes, Mc Donagh and Fullerton began to 
turn the screw up front. 
They can now look forward to a clash with St Pats Armagh in the final whose management team includes Mark Harte and 
Sean O’Kane. 
 
Omagh CBS 5-8 St.Michael’s Enniskillen 1-11 
 
Omagh CBS: O Grimes, T Donaghy, C McBride, R Hollywood, C Colton, A Fox, R Donnelly, L McBride,                      
A Montgomery, E Montgomery, L Gray (0-2, 1F), A McConnell, S McDonagh (2-3), D Fullerton (2-3, 1F), M Hayes (1-
0). Subs: R Slevin for Fox, P McGlinn for McConnell, R Burns for Donnelly 
 
St.Michael’s Enniskillen: S McNally, L Flanagan, G Cavanagh, J Horan, C Duffy, A O’Caithain, R McHugh, B Horan, J 
McDade, P McKervey, M Glynn, JEllis, C Love, A Tierney, R McGovern. Subs: T Keenan for McKervey, G Quigley for 
O’Caithain, N McAdam for Tierney, P Rafferty for McHugh, G Treacy for McGovern 
 

Referee: N McKenna, Monaghan 

Article courtesy of TeamTalkMag.com 
http://teamtalkmag.com/2019/01/omagh-cbs-defeat-st-michaels-mc-cormack-cup/ 
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Every Tuesday 3.30 — 4.30pm 

In the school gym 

New Members Welcome! 

On Wednesday, 9th January, we welcomed Lisa from Women's Aid and Richard from Action Mens Network 

to deliver an invaluable workshop on Domestic Abuse, Consent and other sensitive issues to our Year 10    

pupils. 

Spaces are now available to start guitar       
lessons in school. Please see your music 
teacher if you are interested 

West Tyrone Feis entries need to 

be submitted by 17th January.  

Music Section Competitions in   

Solo Pop Song; Song from the 

Shows, Piano or any other          

instrument. Entries: £3 per solo 

item. If interested contact your    

Music teacher. 



IMPORTANT NOTICE 
At the moment we have a number of pupils in school 
who are highly sensitive to nuts in particular peanuts, 
exposure or ingestion of nuts can cause very serious 
health problems for some students therefore we 
would very much appreciate if pupils                  

refrain from bringing 
nuts or nut products i.e. 
peanut bars, sweets, into 
school,  and to remain diligent if any of their 

friends suffer from nut allergies. 
If pupils are travelling on school trips, we request 
that they refrain from bringing any form of nut 
or nut products on the trip, to ensure the safety of 
their friends.  

 

A huge thank you to all our 

students and staff who    

contributed to our Food 

Hamper Appeal and to our 

Giving Tree. An amazing 60 

hampers were collected by 

our local St.Vincent de Paul 

conferences and donated to 

families in your community. 

Your generosity is much   

appreciated. 



 


